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Abstract— The use of composite materials poly-vinyl chloride
(PVC) in construction were studied. The use of PVC plastic
pipe for concrete tubing is an alternative to use instead of
concrete encased in steel tube and hence improve strength,
ductility, durability, economical and environmental friendly.
The key application of PVC tubing was its use in high
aggressive environments and stop the penetration of chlorine
and carbon dioxide directed towards core concrete and defect
core concrete. Although the use of PVC as a composite
materials in aggressive environments are efficient but PVC
behave like brittle materials. The main parameters discussed
are geometric and materials properties of thin PVC, stay-inplace formwork, PVC tubing from conventional concrete and
rubberize concrete, confinement.
Keywords— Polyvinyl Chloride, Rubberize Concrete, PVC
Jacket, Composite Structure And External Confinement.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Maintain the fortification and durability of new RC
structures in aggressive and saline environments are a
challenge for designers and engineers. There are many
techniques used for protection of concrete and its
reinforcement from harsh and aggressive environments. The
use of PVC tubing is an effective, easy, economical way to
protect reinforced concrete from chlorination and carbonation.
PVC tube prevents construction practices from expensive
curing process, protect concrete and its reinforcement by deter
core concrete from moisture which have a role in setting and
hydration of plastic concrete, make concrete impermeable and
give lateral confinement to concrete. PVC tubing is state of the
art new confining technique for structural engineers to
overcome the exposing of core concrete to saline
environments. This research study includes the parameters of
PVC plastic tube encased conventional and rubberize concrete
that influences the performance of composite materials
structures.
A. Poly-vinyl Chloride (PVC) Tube
PVC is a polymer found universally having certain
excellent applications in construction industries. The PVC
deformation mechanism is still not clarify [1]. Research has
been carried out to examine the short and long term ageing
behaviour of FRP and PVC in 28 different organic compounds
with extreme aggressive environmental condition for 112 days.

Due to chemical reactions FRP degraded and PVC shows good
performance as compared with FRP and are not degraded [2].
Observation based on stress degradation, PVC fatigue and
crack growth expansion the design life of PVC can exceeded
100 years [3-7]. Due to its good mechanical stability and
molecular structure PVC has a wide role in commercial usage
[8]. Toughness due to fracture depends upon the molecular
structure of polymers [9]. PVC tube filled with water test under
concentrically indirect axial load to determine the slenderness
behavior both experimentally and theoretically [11]. Due to use
of polymer alloys Indulin Lignin the mechanical properties of
PVC tube can also be enhanced [12]. The impact behaviour of
PVC was found to increase incorporating chlorinated
polyethylene (CPE) and acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS)
sub-polymers [13]. The geometrical and mechanical properties
influences the deformation of buckling and axial capacity of
non-metallic and metallic tubes [15, 16]. When PVC was
compared with metallic steel tubes, PVC is lighter in weight as
compared to steel tube, more economical and its thermal
conductivity are 0.40-0.55 % lower as compared to steel tube
[5, 18].
B. Crumb Rubber Concrete (CRC)
Crumb rubber concrete obtained from truck scrape tyres
and replace a percentage of fine aggregate in making concrete.
Due to huge amount of scrape tyres used in land infill make
environmental concerns each year [34]. When tyre build up
stocks exposed to fire then it is difficult to extinguish and
release harmfull chemicals to environment [35]. Tyre store
deposits reduce biodiversity due to soluble noxious chemicals
[36]. If we used scrap tyres in conventional concrete to replace
natural assets it will reduce demands on land infill and
environmentally friendly [6]. However the rubberize concrete
(crumb rubber concrete-CRC) has low tensile and compressive
strength. CRC has also low modulus of elasticity as compared
with conventional concrete [37,38]. The advantage of CRC
over conventional concrete are better energy dissipation,
ductility, make it more durable with good toughness and
impact resistance [39, 40]. Despite its good mechanical
properties its an another way to dispose off hazardous waste by
replacing with natural resources in concrete and make it
environmentally-friendly.
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C. Non-Metallic PVC Jacket
PVC encasement provides a protection jacket to its infill
concrete. In a research study the tubular concrete sunken into
concentrated sea water having twenty times more concentrated
than natural sea water for 180 days [19]. The post observation
of experiments reveal that there is no major change in chemical
composition and microstructure when exposed to harsh saline
environments. The above mention studies indicates the
performance of PVC in construction industry.
II.

that additional instability (additional folds) were produced due
to deformations [24]. The axial deformation curves was shown
in Figure 1 (b).

GEOMETRIC AND MATERIALS PROPERTY OF PVC TUBE

The geometrical properties of PVC tube from existing
research studies are shown in TABLE I.
TABLE I. PROPERTIES OF PVC TUBE
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Figure I. (a), (b) Tensile stress-strain curve of coupon test: (a) axial direction
[29] (b) tangential direction [9].
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PVC tensile strength have been obtained from PVC coupon
test in axial direction as shown in Figure (a). The uniaxial and
biaxial oriented PVC (UniOPVC & BiOPVC) pipes were
tested in tangential direction as shown in Figure (b) and
concluded that UniOPVC and BiOPVC shows good behaviour
in post-yielding load [9]. The critical buckling load was
determined [1] as shown in Figure 1(a) and further investigated
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Figure 1 (a), (b): (a) Load-displacement curve [1] (b) Stress-strain curve [24]

The cost ratio of PVC compared with steel are half and
very much less than FRP. PVC undergo longer deformation
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due to its good elastic properties. Being a low stiffness,
modulus of elasticity of PVC (Ep) are lower than 50 % of
modulus of elasticity of steel. The nominal confining ratio
(flu/fuc) ratio of schedule-40 PVC pipe filled with concrete is
0.08 [29], where flu = lateral confinement pressure and fuc =
Unconfined concrete strength. This level of confinement is 50
% of confinement provided by 1 layer of CFRP wrap from
concrete cylinder. However the combine use of CFRP and
PVC resists to local buckling between PVC and core concrete
due to wrapping of CFRP [30, 31].
III.

depends upon the compressive strength of core concrete, tube
geometry, thickness of tube and slenderness ratio.
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